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Introduction:  

Although assessment of language abilities following aphasia often involves standardized testing batteries, 

linguistic discourse analysis provides a supplementary assessment that allows for the identification of 

impairments within a more naturalistic and ecologically valid domain, allowing for the detection of 

additional difficulties as well as compensatory strategies. In a systematic review of discourse analysis in 

aphasia including 165 treatment studies, linguistic discourse analysis was used in 87 studies. However, 

the current state of research in discourse analysis suffers from flaws (Kintz & Wright, 2017), and we 

focus on two in this paper: the reliance on a single type of discourse elicitation method and the 

consistency and appropriateness of the linguistic variables measured from the piece of discourse.  

 

Discourse can be elicited using a variety of methods. The most common method is the expositional 

narrative, which provides subjects with a picture, or picture sequences, to describe. Most studies used 

only one type of exponential narrative to acquire a language sample, largely a picture description task 

(Bryant et al., 2016). Other common methods are narrative discourse, involving the recounting of a 

personal story or the retelling of a well-known story, and procedural discourse, the describing of a 

procedure / task (“tell me how to make a peanut butter and jelly sandwich”).  

 

Few studies analyze more than one of these types of discourse, despite suggestion from Brookshire & 

Nicholas (1994) that a combination of multiple structured language samples should be used because each 

discourse type tasks the language system differently. For example, narrative discourse may produce more 

syntactically complex language than expositional discourse. Characterizing language produced by each 

discourse method is important because it identifies which method is most sensitive to detecting 

impairments; is relevant to treatment outcomes; and is most appropriate for evaluating improvement or 

generalization in the specific language production domains being trained (e.g. word retrieval or syntax). 

However, we must also consider that the restraints on assessment and research time make it difficult to 

acquire and subsequently analyze more than one discourse sample. Therefore, an optimal solution is to 

identify the kind of language produced by each discourse elicitation method, thereby establishing which 

method may produce language sensitive to specific language impairments as well as which method would 

produce language sensitive to changes following impairment-based intervention. 

 

Aims:  

The intent of the current project is to understand the language that each discourse method produces, 

thereby offering to researchers and clinicians a way to identify which discourse elicitation method(s) may 

be most sensitive for measuring language ability as well as language improvement and generalization of 

improvement following intervention. 

 

Methods:  

Three discourse elicitation methods (expositional, narrative and procedural) were evaluated in a group of 

adults with aphasia (N=90) and an age-matched control group (N=84) drawn from AphasiaBank [Table 1] 

(MacWhinney, Forbes, & Holland, 2011). CHAT/CLAN software was used to extract primary linguistic 

variables (mean length of utterance, propositional density, type-token ratio, words per minute, open-

closed class word ratio, noun-verb ratio and tokens) as proxies for various language abilities 

(MacWhinney, 2000). Using a series of repeated measures ANCOVAs, with significantly correlated 

demographic variables as covariates [Figure 1; significant correlations were those that survived 

Bonferroni correction], main effects of discourse type were evaluated.  

 



Results:  

There was a main effect of discourse type (multiple comparison corrected using FDR, p<0.05) on all 

primary linguistic variables in both groups (except for tokens in the aphasia group) [Figure 2]. For 

example, the narrative discourse produced the densest language.  

 

Post hoc tests on marginal means demonstrated that both groups showed similar patterns of performance 

across tasks, e.g. narrative discourse produced the most propositionally dense language in both the 

aphasia and the control group [Table 2].  

 

Quantification of tokens and the change in number of tokens pre- and post-intervention is the most 

commonly reported metric from discourse (Bryant, Ferguson, & Spencer, 2016), but here we show that 

token number is significantly related to aphasia severity [Table 2] bringing into question the sensitivity 

and specificity of using tokens as a measure of change. 

 

Conclusion: Language production is variable across discourse tasks, suggesting that specific discourse 

tasks may be ideal for evaluating specific language abilities and outcomes. For example, narrative 

discourse produced the densest speech while expositional and narrative discourse tended to produce the 

most syntactically complex speech. Results support researchers and clinicians in selecting appropriate 

discourse task(s) for improved sensitivity of language assessment and outcomes. 

  



Tables and Figures 

 
Table 1: Demographics of control and aphasia groups. AQ = Aphasia Quotient from the Western Aphasia Battery 

(Kertesz, 2007). 

Group Sex Age (yrs) 

Mean 

(SD) 

Min - 

Max 

Education 

(yrs) 

Mean (SD) 

Min - Max 

AQ 

Mean 

(SD) 

Min - 

Max 

Duration of 

aphasia (yrs) 

Mean (SD) 

Min - Max 

Average 

tokens  

Mean (SD) 

Min - Max 

Average duration 

(sec) 

Mean (SD) 

Min-Max 

Control 

N=84 

36 F 

48 

M 

66.75 

(15.51) 

30-88 

15.91 

(2.31) 

12-22 

  209.63 

(117.63) 

38-680 

92.21 (48.41) 

22.67-284.33 

Aphasia 

N=90 

38 F 

52 

M 

68.92 

(15.58) 

30-93 

15.59 

(2.84) 

12-25 

74.78 

(14.86) 

28.20-

93.40 

5.77 (4.23) 

.75 – 24.70 

99.54 (69.24) 

8.33 – 376.00 

117.91 (90.48) 

13.33-536.00 

 
Table 2: Analysis of the main effect of discourse type and interactions. First column highlights primary linguistic 

variables. Second column demonstrates the results of the repeated measured ANCOVA for the main effect of 

discourse type. Far right column includes any significant interactions with covariates (described in first column). 

Blackened rows mean that the interaction was not computed because no covariates were significantly related to the 

primary linguistic variable.   

BW = Broken Window, expositional; Cind = Cinderella, narrative; and PBJ = Peanut Butter and Jelly story, 

procedural.  

MLU = mean length per utterance; WPM = words per minute; TTR = type-token ratio.  

Primary 

linguistic 

variables 

Significant correlations and 

covariates included in 

ANCOVA 

Main Effect of discourse type 

^ = does not meet sphericity 

Significant 

Interactions 

 

 Aphasia Control Aphasia Control Aphasia Control 

MLU Age, p=.018 

AQ, p<.001 

AOS, p<.001 

Tokens, 

p<.001 

None F(2,150)=6.47, 

p=.002** 

F(2,162)=28.57, 

p<.001** 

Age: 

p=.009** 

 

 

Verbs 

per utt 

Age, p<.001 

AQ, p<.001 

AOS, p<.001 

Tokens, 

p<.001 

None F(2,150)=7.54, 

p=.001** 

F(2,162)=60.08, 

p<.001** 

AQ: 

p=.03* 

 

 

Prop. 

density 

Age, p=.018 

AQ, p<.001 

None ^F(1.85,160.64)=14.27, 

p<.001** 

^F(1.77,143.22)=12.41, 

p<.001** 

None  

TTR Tokens, 

p<.001 

Tokens, 

p<.001 

F(2,176)=14.54, 

p<.001** 

^F(1.81,324.85)=21.95, 

p<.001** 

None Tokens: 

p<.001** 

WPM AOS, p<.001 Age, p=.009 F(2,156)=6.45, 

p=.002** 

F(2,176)=3.59, p=.03* None Age: 

p=.003** 

Noun-

verb 

Tokens, 

p<.001 

None ^F(1.83,140.94)=20.39, 

p<.001** 

^F(1.40,113.05)=76.67, 

p<.001** 

Tokens: 

p=.04 

 

Open-

closed 

None None ^F(1.72,147.80)=3.51, 

p=.04* 

^F(1.75,141.52)=17.94, 

p<.001** 

  

Tokens AQ, p<.001 None ^F(1.08,94.90)=.57, 

p=.46 

^F(1.05,85.02)=133.81, 

p<.001** 

AQ: 

p=.004** 

 



Figure 1: Correlation matrices of demographic variables (age, aphasia quotient) and linguistic variables (average 

calculated across all three discourse elicitation methods) for control group (top) and aphasia group (bottom). AQ = 

Aphasia Quotient of the Western Aphasia Battery (Kertesz, 2007). 

 
 
Figure 2: Estimated marginal means, taking into account tokens, of primary linguistic variables across discourse 

tasks for the aphasia group (black shade) and the control group (green shade). Error bars represent standard 

deviations.  

MLU = mean length of utterance; prop. density = propositional density; TTR = type-token ratio; WPM = words per 

minute, divided by 10; noun-verb = noun-verb ratio; open-closed = open-closed class word ratio; verbs per utt = 

verbs per utterance. BW = Broken Window, PBJ = Peanut Butter and Jelly. 
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